
THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE SEAGULL

O MAGIC LAKE

“Twilight Moon” by Isaak Levitan, 1898
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THE DACHA
дать dat     to give

DEFINITION

FUN FACTS

A seasonal or year-round home in  
Russia. Ranging from shacks to cottages 
to villas, dachas have reflected changes  
in property ownership throughout  
Russian history. 

In 1894, the year Chekhov wrote  
The Seagull, dachas were more  
commonly owned by the “new rich”  
than ever before.

The characters in The Seagull more likely 
represent the class of the intelligencia: 
artists, authors, and actors.

Dachas have strong connections with 
nature, bringing farming and gardening 
to city folk.

A higher class Russian vacation home or 
estate was called a Usad’ba.

Dachas were often associated with  
adultery and debauchery.

“Russian Dacha or Summer House” by Karl Ivanovich  
Kollman,1834

дать



HISTORY &
ARCHITECTURE

HISTORY The term “dacha” originally referred to 
the land given to civil servants and war 
heroes by the tsar.

In 1861, Tsar Alexander II abolished  
serfdom in Russia, and the middle  
class was able to purchase dwellings  
built on dachas. These people were 
called dachniki.

Chekhov ridiculed dashniki.

ARCHITECTURE Neoclassicism represented intelligence 
and culture, so aristocrats of this time 
attempted to reflect this in their  
architecture.

Features of neoclassical architecture 
include geometric forms, simplicity in 
structure, grand scales, dramatic use 
of Greek columns, Roman details, and 
French windows.

Sorin’s estate includes French  
windows, and likely other elements  
of neoclassical style.

история istoria     history

“The Abolition of Serfdom in Russia” by 
Alphonse Mucha

An example of 19th century  
neoclassical architecture

историядать



MELIKHOVO
Мéлихово Meleekhovo     Chekhov’s estate

WHITE 
DACHA

Chekhov’s house was called “The White 
Dacha” and was on the Melikhovo  
estate. His dacha was three stories tall 
and had a view of the Black Sea.

Chekhov manifested his passion for  
gardening here by planting over 20  
different fruit trees and other crops  
considered “exotic” at the time.

Chekhov lived at Melikhovo from 1892  
to 1899, where he wrote The Seagull.

The current Melikhovo estate has a  
replica of the White Dacha maintained as 
a museum house – the original was torn 
down in 1920.

Мéлихово

C

Chekhov’s White Dacha in Melikhovo, 1893



MAP OF 
SORIN’S ESTATE

ACT I

STAGE

SORIN’S DACHA

ACT II

ACT III/IV

LAKE

TREE-LINED PATH

BORDER OF 
SORIN’S ESTATE

NINA’S 
ESTATE

Дача Сорина Dacha Sorina     Sorin’s dacha

Дача 
Сорина
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деревьяTREES OF 
SORIN’S ESTATE

Very leafy and ideal for shade

Popular honey plants for beekeepers

Act II, page 25: 
[Arkadina,  Dorin, and Masha are sitting 
on a bench near the lawn in the shade 
of an old linden tree.]

Symbol of the passage of time because 
of the short life of the cherry blossom

Chekhov’s favorite tree, as he planted 
12 different kinds on his estate

ELM Symbol of death or idyllic pastoral life

Material used for coffins

White elm is native to Russia, and does 
not have many uses

Act I, page 11:
nina: What kind of tree is that?
konstantin: An elm.

BIRCH

LINDEN

CHERRY

National tree of Russia

Symbol of feminine, virginal purity, 
thought to look like a humble girl

Bark is flakey and easy to peel

деревья derev’ya     trees

RYE

OATS

CATTLE

ROSE
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деревья NATURE ON 
SORIN’S ESTATE

RYE Common Russian agricultural crop

Act II, page 29:
shamraev: Today’s the day to bring in 
the rye... Horses I cannot give you.

природа  piroda     nature

OATS One of the crops that Chekhov 
planted at Melikhovo

CLOVER Another common crop in Russian  
agriculture, also grown by Chekhov 
at his estate

Used to replenish a field for new 
crops

CATTLE Used for farming and for milk

Act III, page 43:
sorin: Shamraev takes all of my  
pension and spends it on crops  
and cows and bees. The bees die, 
the cows die, I can’t get near  
the horses...

MOSCOW
PEONY

Chekhov’s favorite flower

Act I, page 9:
konstantin: [Pulling the petals off a 
flower] She loves me, she loves me 
not; she loves me, she loves me not; 
she loves me, she loves me not.

ROSE Symbol of romance. One of the  
first flowers Chekhov planted at 
Melikhovo

Act II, page 31:
polina: What pretty flowers! Give me 
those flowers! Give them to me!

HELIOTROPE A flower that turns towards the  
sun to bloom. Can be toxic

Act II, page 34:
trigorin: I notice the scent of  
heliotrope in the air, I make a  
mental note: “cloying fragrance,  
widow’s-tears, used for describing  
a summer evening.”

природа
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“MAGIC” LAKE

“Fog Over Water” by Isaak Levitan, 1895

ACT I ACT IIPage 18:
arkadina: Ten or fifteen years ago we had 
music and singing on the lake all the 
time, every night almost.

Arkadina’s attachment to the past and 
longing for the way things once were.

Page 20:
trigorin: I love to fish. There’s nothing I 
like more than sitting on a riverbank in 
the late afternoon, watching my float bob 
up and down.

Trigorin’s love of fishing masks his  
insecurity that he cannot write like  
the greats.

His obsession with fishing alludes to the 
Fisherman and the Fish fairytale.

Page 23:
dorn: So high-strung. They’re so high-
strung. And all that love... O magic lake!

In reference to all the love triangles,  
Dorn sees the lake as reflecting these 
romantic problems.

Page 32:
konstantin [to nina]: You’re coldness  
is terrifying... It’s like waking up one 
morning and finding the lake suddenly 
dry, drained into the earth.

For Konstantin, the lake is Nina’s  
affections for him.

Page 37:
nina: I’ve spent my life on this lake. I know 
every little island in it.

The lake reminds Nina of her childhood, 
but also reflects her naiveté.

The lake is a central scenic element of the play. It represents the characters’ desires and has Freudian implications.

ID

EGO

SUPEREGO

CONSCIOUS

SUBCONSCIOUS

Freud’s Iceberg
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ACT I

“Stormy Day” by Isaak Levitan, 1885

ENVIRONMENT Page 5:
[The grounds of Sorin’s estate. A broad 
tree-lined path leading away from the  
audience to a lake is cut off by a make-
shift stage for an amateur performance. 
The lake is hidden from a view. Bushes to 
the left and right of the stage... The sun 
has just set. On stage behind the work 
curtain Yakov and other workmen are 
coughing and hammering.]

Page 6:
masha: What a muggy day. We’re in for a 
storm tonight.

Page 23:
dorin: I think I hear a piano playing  
inside.

As we know from Act IV, Konstantin plays 
piano when he is sad.

PSYCHOLOGY Page 6:
sorin: I’m just not myself in the country.

Page 19:
arkadina: With those looks and that  
beautiful voice, it’s a crime for you to  
stay buried in the country.

Page 19:
dorin: We can open the curtain now,  
can’t we? It’s eerie closed like that.

The curtain blocking the view of   
the lake prevents the characters from 
connecting with their subconscious 
needs.
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ACT II

“The Lake” by Isaak Levitan, 1899

ENVIRONMENT Page 24:
[A croquet lawn. Upstage right is a house 
with a large terrace, left – the lake with 
the sun playing on its surface. Flower 
beds. It’s midday and hot.]

Page 36:
trigorin: What I do love is the water, the 
trees, the sky. I have a feeling for nature. 
It arouses a passion in me, an irresistible 
urge to write.

PSYCHOLOGY Page 28:
arkadina: Could anything be more boring 
than this pleasant country boredom? 
So hot, so still. Nobody doing anything. 
Everybody philosophizing...

sorin: Everything’s better in town.

Page 37:
trigorin: I don’t feel like leaving. [He turns 
to look at the lake.] Look at it! Heavenly!

While all the other characters yearn to 
escape the country, Trigorin sings its 
praises. The town symbolizes his failure; 
in the country he can escape.

ENVIRONMENT Page 39:
[A dining room in Sorin’s house. Doors 
right and left. A sideboard. A medicine 
cupboard. A table in the middle of the 
room. A trunk and some hat-boxes.  
Other signs of impending departure.]

PSYCHOLOGY Page 40:
trigorin: I don’t feel like going either.

Page 42:
sorin: I just want to shake off this terrible 
lethargy for an hour or two. I’m just  
a fish stuck in the mud, a stale old  
cigarette holder.

Page 44:
konstantin: Country life’s bad for [Sorin]. 
Depressing.

ACT III

“An Afternoon Nap at the Dacha” 
by Sergei Vlasov, 1910
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ACT IV
ENVIRONMENT Page 54:

[A drawing room in Sorin’s house. Treplev 
has converted it into his study. Doors 
right and left leading to other rooms.  
In the center a French window opening 
out onto the terrace. Besides the usual 
drawing room furniture there is a desk in 
the right hand corner, and a low day bed 
near the door left. A bookcase, books 
on the window sills and tables. Two years 
have passed. It is evening. 

At rise: a single shaded lamp is burning  
in semi-darkness. The wind is whistling  
in the trees and howling in the chimney.  
A watchman shakes his rattle in the 
distance.]

Page 54:
masha: There are waves on the lake. Giant 
waves.

medvedenko: The garden’s pitch-black. 
Someboedy ought to tell them to take 
down that stage out there – standing all 
naked and ugly like a skeleton, curtain 
flapping in the wind.

medvedenko: What terrible weather. Two 
days in a row.

Page 73:
[The sound of a shot comes from off 
stage right.]

PSYCHOLOGY Page 54:
medvedenko: [Sorin]’s afraid of being alone.

Page 57:
[A melancholy waltz comes from two 
rooms away.]  polina: That’s Kostya  
playing. It means he’s depressed.

[Masha takes two or three turns  
noiselessy.]

Page 66:
konstantin: It’s pitch-black out. I wonder 
why I feel so restless.

Page 69:
konstantin: I’m all alone, unwarmed by 
anyone’s affection. I’m cold. It’s like a 
dungeon in here. Everything I write is 
stale and gloomy.

“Silence” by Isaak Levitan, 1898
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